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ABSTRACT

apply the DCT to all of them, and extract the DC coefficients; (2) classify the blocks into four equally-populated
classes, according to their AC energy; (3) compute the
variances of the coefficients of the blocks within the same
class; (4) run a standard bit allocation routine [4] and
re-estimate the coefficient variances from the bit allocation patterns; and (5) quantize the coefficients using scalar
quantizers. The information that is kept for the decoder is
composed of the quantized coefficients, the bit allocation
patterns for the classes, an energy normalization factor,
and the DC coefficients of all blocks. The advantage of the
CS algorithm over the threshold coding scheme used by
JPEG is that the bit allocation routine allows the prediction of the final bit rate, which is important in applications
where the encoded image size in bits is prescribed.

An image compression system based on transform coding
and zonal sampling is presented. It is based on the wellknown Chen-Smith coder, but with an improved technique for transform coefficient quantization and the replacement of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) by the
lapped orthogonal transform (LOT). The system leads to
signal-to-noise ratios that are from 1.5 to 2.0 dB above
those obtained with the standard JPEG algorithm, for a
wide variety of test images and compression rates.

I. INTRODUCTION
Image compression has always been an important area of
digital signal processing. With the rapid growth of multimedia applications, image compression is now an ordinary
requirement in many systems. In most systems today, the
standard JPEG algorithm [l] is used. Based on threshold
coding of discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients, the
JPEG is relatively simple to implement and leads to good
results. However, threshold coding leads to some noticeable artifacts, mainly at high compression rates. Furthermore, the blocking effects typical of DCT-based coding
may also be present [2].
In this paper we will present an image coder that is
based on the well-known Chen-Smith (CS) algorithm [3],
which can be summarized by the following steps: (1) segment the image into square blocks (usually of size 8 x 8),
*This work was supported in part by the CNPq (Brazil), under
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Our improved Chen-Smith coder (ICs) is based on two
modifications to the CS coder: (1)joint quantization and
entropy encoding of the transform coefficients, which allows for rate allocation instead of bit allocation; and (2)
replacement of the DCT by the lapped orthogonal transform (LOT) [2]. In Section I1 we will describe the ICs
coder, and a performance comparison with the standard
JPEG coder will be presented in Section 111.
11. THEI C s ADAPTIVETRANSFORM
CODER
The block diagram of our proposed ICs image coder is
shown in Fig. 1. It is quite similar to the original CS
coder [3] that was described in Section I. The main difference from the CS coder is in the quantization of the
transform coefficients. In the CS coder each transform
coefficient X i is quantized with Bi bits, which are given
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the ICs image coder/decoder.
by the optimal allocation rule

leads to [4]

where U; is the variance of X i , and CY is a Lagrange multiplier that must be adjusted until the average of all B,
equals the desired bit rate. If the value of Bi predicted by
(1) is negative, it is set to zero without loss of optimal-

where 7: is the error variance in the quantization of X i ,
and U: is the quantization error variance. Thus, the quantization noise is white for the coefficients that are coded,
with a noise variance of U:. Using the above property, the
ICs coder allocates quantization rates by

ity [5]. Furthermore, the Bi are generally rounded to a
nearest integer, in order to simplify the implementation.
This is a drawback, since quantizers with an even number
of levels do not have zero as a reconstruction value, and
this leads to granular noise [6].
The major feature in the ICs coder is that the Bi in (1)
are not rounded to integers, but to quarter-bits. That is,
we allocate bits in integer multiples of 0.25. In order to
achieve such fractional rates, we employ a technique that
we call arithmetic quantization (AQ) [7], which is based
on entropy-constrained optimal quantizers with odd numbers of reconstruction levels [8]. The number of levels for
quantizing Xi must be somewhat higher than 2 B * . With
AQ, the average number of bits per sample at the output is closer to the rate-distortion bound than that of the
traditional Lloyd- Max quantizer .
Our rate allocation procedure is based on a slight modification of (1). Recall that, without the integer constraint
and assuming ideal quantizers, the optimal bit assignment
268

(3)
where E;(u2)is the entropy versus error function for the
optimal entropy-constrained quantizer [8] for a Gaussian
probability distribution1.
The quantization variance U: is adjusted until the average of the Bi equals the desired rate, and each Bi is
rounded to the nearest integer multiple of 0.25. Instead
of specifying the average rate, we can also specify the average distortion U : , and (3) will lead to an average error
slightly lower than U:; the total rate will be whatever is
necessary t o achieve the prescribed distortion. This is
similar to the JPEG algorithm where a “quality factor”
is specified, instead of the coded image bit rate.
We note in Fig. 1 that the rate allocation is also performed at the decoder. For that, we need to transmit
‘See [9] for a justification of the use of the Gaussian p.d.f.

as side information the variances of the classes. In order to keep a low overhead for this side information, we
subsample by a factor of two the variance patterns, and
interpolate them back before applying the rate allocation
rule of (3). Besides the use of the quantization strategy
described above, we employ the LOT instead of the DCT
in Fig. 1. This is because the LOT is know to reduce the
blocking effects typical of block transform coding [2,5].

111. PERFORMANCE
To evaluate the ICs coder, we have tested it against the
JPEG coder implemented in [lo], for several test images
and bit rates. The ICs coder led to a slightly better picture quality than the JPEG coder in virtually all cases,
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ICs coder was
between 1.5 and 2.1 dB higher than that of the JPEG
coder. We have considered the SNR defined as

IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented an Lmproved Chen-Smith (ICs) image coder, based on arithmetic quantization (arithmetic
encoding of entropy-constrained optimal quantizers) of
LOT-transformed image coefficients. The bit allocation
procedure of the classical Chen-Smith (CS) coder was replaced by our rate allocation rule. For several test images,
the ICs coder outperforms the standard JPEG coder,
in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, by more than 1.5 dB.
The ICs coder can be used either in rate-constrained or
distortion-constrained modes, whereas the JPEG coder is
distortion-constrained only. Finally, the computational
complexity of the ICs algorithm is similar to that of the
JPEG system.
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Figure 2: Examples of adaptive transform coding of the 256 x 256 “Lena” image, original with 8 bits/pixel. Top
left: reconstructed at 0.7 bits/pixel with the standard JPEG coder, SNR = 17.7 dB; top-right: reconstructed at 0.7
bits/pixel with the ICs coder, SNR = 19.7 dB; bottom left: zoomed portion of the JPEG-coded image; bottom right:
zoomed portion of the ICs-coded image.
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